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245 0 0 Peru : †b descendents of the Inca, a culture kit.
246 1 †i Title should read: †a Peru : †b descendents of the Inca, a culture kit
246 3 Peru : †b a culture kit
300 6 cultural objects : †b color ; †c in bag 49 x 33 cm + †e 1 guide + 1 CD-ROM.
336 three-dimensional form †2 rdacontent
336 performed music †2 rdacontent
336 text †2 rdacontent
337 unmediated †2 rdacontent
337 audio †2 rdacontent
338 object †2 rdacontent
338 audio disc †2 rdacontent
338 volume †2 rdacontent
508 Susan Drexler, compiler.
500 Title and date from guide.
505 0 Zampoña (traditional musical wind instrument made of bamboo and reeds) -- 2 dolls representing the Peruvian people of the Andes -- Llama -- Cacho seed pod rattle (instrument) -- Arpillera (appliqué cloth picture) -- Traditional hand-woven wool carrying bag.
505 0 Guide: Note on philosophy / Susan Drexler -- Peru / Veronica Torres -- Peru: artifact descriptions, curriculum lessons and activities / Susan Drexler -- Peru facts (statistics and information facts about people, geography, and economy of Peru) / Leilani Carbonell Pedroni -- Standards alignment and web resources -- Maps / Deborah Weir.
520 The culture kits allow students to think critically, observe, and understand the
similarities and differences among diverse peoples of the world.

651 0 Peru ºx Study and teaching.
651 0 Peru ºx Social life and customs.
650 0 Multicultural education.
700 1 Drexler, Susan, ºe compiler.
710 2 Ethnic Arts & Facts.
740 0 Wayanay Inka de los Andes.